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Abstract 


Background  A variety of endoscopic findings are considered useful for diagnosis of eosinophilic 


esophagitis (EoE). However, diagnostic consistency among Japanese endoscopists for those 


findings has not been fully examined. The aim of this study was to investigate inter- and 


intra-observer agreement for endoscopic findings suggesting EoE.  


Methods  Forty endoscopists, including 20 with board certification from the Japan 


Gastroenterological Endoscopy Society (JGES), participated in this study. Initially, they examined 


50 randomized white-light endoscopic images from 30 patients with EoE and 20 without EoE. Four 


weeks later, the same 50 endoscopic images were re-examined in a different random order. Inter- 


and intra-observer agreement was calculated using kappa statistics for multiple observers.  


Results  The kappa coefficient of reliability [95% confidence interval (CI)] for all 40 endoscopists 


for diagnosis of EoE was 0.34 (0.33-0.35), indicating poor level of inter-observer agreement. While, 


intra-observer agreement showed a moderate of value of 0.52 (0.47-0.57). Among 4 possible 


endoscopic findings (linear furrows, concentric rings, edema, white exudates) for EoE, acceptable 


levels (kappa value >0.4) of inter- and intra-observer agreement were seen only for linear furrows. 


When the JGES board certified and non-certified endoscopists were compared for successful 


diagnosis of EoE, the value was significantly higher for the board certified group. However, the 


level of inter-observer agreement remained poor level. 


Conclusion  We concluded that inter-observer agreement on the endoscopic diagnosis of EoE 


among Japanese endoscopists did not reach a clinically acceptable level. 


 


 


Keywords: eosinophilic esophagitis, endoscopic diagnosis, inter-observer agreement, 


intra-observer agreement 
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Introduction 


Eosinophilic esophagitis (EoE) is a delayed type of allergic disease that leads to chronic esophageal 


inflammation along with intraepithelial dense eosinophil infiltration [1, 2]. The prevalence of EoE 


is reported to be remarkably increasing in Western countries. Although it appears that the 


prevalence is also increasing in Asian countries, the disease is thought to be rare in Asian 


population. [3, 4]. Therefore, EoE is still rare in clinical settings among general physician in Japan. 


Patients with EoE typically complain of dysphagia, chest discomfort, and heartburn caused by 


esophageal inflammation, as well as chronic inflammation-related barrier dysfunction and 


esophageal fibrous stenosis [5, 6].  


For diagnosis of EoE, a histopathological examination of biopsy specimens obtained by 


esophagoscopy is the most important and useful method, since laboratory tests of peripheral blood 


and urine are not reliable in the majority of cases [7]. In addition, the clinical utility of Th2-related 


cytokines, chemokines, and eosinophil granules as noninvasive serum biomarkers has yet to be 


demonstrated for either diagnosis or monitoring of EoE treatment [8, 9]. According to recent 


consensus recommendations, the presence of esophageal symptoms and abnormal eosinophil 


infiltration in the esophageal epithelial layer are critical diagnostic criteria for EoE [10, 11]. 


Therefore, when patients complain of esophageal symptoms such as dysphagia, endoscopic biopsy 


sampling is recommended even in the absence of characteristic endoscopic findings of EoE. On the 


other hand, recent reports have shown the presence of several characteristic endoscopic findings in 


patients with EoE and suggested the important role of endoscopic observation for diagnosis [12, 


13]. One of those reports also noted that characteristic endoscopic findings, including linear 


furrows, transient or fixed concentric rings, edema, and white exudates, were identified by 


endoscopic observation in 93% of EoE patients [13]. In addition, recent studies showed that areas 


of endoscopic abnormality, mainly linear furrows and white exudates, were associated with higher 


peak eosinophil counts [14]. A larger number of specimens may have increased the percentage of 


cases diagnosed as positive for esophageal eosinophilia, though repeated biopsies are costly, and 


may occur severe adverse effects such as hemorrhage especially for patients with anti-coagulation 


therapy. Thus, characteristic EoE findings shown by endoscopy are important indicators for biopsy 


sampling. 
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We recently reported that linear furrows is the most frequently identified endoscopic 


finding in Japanese patients with EoE [15]. Although others have investigated inter- and intra- 


observer agreement in regard to those findings, and concluded that concentric rings is the most 


consistent finding for diagnosis in Western patients [16, 17], results showing the diagnostic 


reliability of EoE-related endoscopic abnormalities remain scarce and studies that included 


Japanese endoscopists are not available. The diagnostic reliability among Japanese endoscopists 


may be insufficient level due to lack or training for diagnosis of EoE as compared to the 


endoscopists in Western countries. In the present study, we analyzed inter- and intra-observer 


agreement in regard to EoE findings noted by endoscopists in Japan. 


 


Methods 


Participating endoscopists 


Forty endoscopists whose primary place of work was a hospital or clinic in Shimane prefecture 


participated in this study. Their mean age was 42.5 years (range 30-65 years) and 34 were male. 


They were divided into those with board certification from the Japanese Gastroenterological 


Endoscopy Society (JGES), which is obtained after completing 5 years of training at a 


JGES-approved educational institution of endoscopy and passing an examination administered by 


the JGES, and those without such certification. Of the 40 participating endoscopists, 20 were 


board certified and had significantly greater experience with endoscopy examinations as compared 


the non-certified endoscopists (19.7±6.1 vs. 11.8±9.5 years, P<0.001). Most of the participating 


endoscopists (n=28) did not have experience in diagnosing EoE endoscopically due to the low 


prevalence of this disorder in Asia. 


 


Preparation of endoscopic images used for diagnosis of EoE 


A total of 50 endoscopic still images were selected for use in this study. Of those, 30 images showed 


typical endoscopic findings for EoE, and were obtained during examinations of active EoE patients 


before treatment including proton pump inhibitor and topical steroid and histologically confirmed 


esophageal eosinophilia shown by ≥15 eosinophils per high power field (x400) [10, 11]. Each image 


had at least one finding among linear furrows, concentric rings, edema, and white exudates (Fig. 
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1). The other 20 images were obtained from individuals without EoE, including those with reflux 


esophagitis, candida esophagitis, or no abnormalities, none of whom had findings of eosinophilic 


infiltration in the esophageal epithelium obtained by biopsy (Fig. 2). The most appropriate white 


light endoscopic photograph from each case was selected by one of the authors (D.I.) and confirmed 


to use by 2 expert endoscopists (N.I. and N.O.) who had a board certification from JGES as well as 


enough knowledge of EoE for use in this study after removal of patient identity. 


 


Evaluation of endoscopic images 


The participating endoscopists were gathered together in a meeting room in Izumo, Shimane, 


where one of the authors (D.I.) explained representative endoscopic findings indicating EoE for a 


period of approximately 15 minutes. Thereafter, the 50 randomized endoscopic images were 


presented to them. Each endoscopist was asked to individually evaluate for the presence or 


absence of linear furrows, concentric rings, edema, and white exudates, and then determine 


whether the image presented was taken from a patient with EoE or not. No specific clinical 


information about the patients was given. 


Four weeks after that endoscopy photo diagnostic session, endoscopists who agreed to 


continue participation in this study were presented with the same 50 endoscopic images, though in 


a different random order, and asked again for their evaluations. This was performed for 


determining intra-observer agreement.  


 


Assessment of inter- and intra-observer variability 


First, we estimated overall inter-observer agreement for endoscopic diagnosis of EoE based on 


characteristic endoscopic findings. Next, we examined agreement for each of the possible 


endoscopic findings in identification of 4 common endoscopic findings (linear furrows, concentric 


rings, edema, white exudates). Inter-observer agreement was calculated according to Fleiss’ kappa 


calculation and intra-observer agreement according to Cohen’s kappa calculation [18, 19]. A 


bootstrap method was used to calculate 95% confidence interval (CI) values [20]. We also repeated 


the inter- and intra-observer agreement analyses using subgroups determined by the presence or 


absence of board licensing from the JGES. The kappa value were interpreted based on standards 
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for strength of agreement that Landis and Koch had proposed [21]: kappa value below 0.20 


considered to be poor, 0.21-0.40 fair, 0.41-0.60 moderate, 0.61-0.80 substantial, and 0.81-1.00 


almost perfect. In this study, a kappa value less than 0.4 was defined as poor agreement along 


with the corresponding inter-observer agreement kappa in the published paper [17]. The 


statistical difference of the kappa coefficients of reliability among the group was estimated with 


95% CI. If the interval does not overlap each other, it is considered to be statistically different 


(p<0.05). 


The study protocol was evaluated and approved by the Ethical Committee of Shimane 


University School of Medicine and related facilities. This study was registered with the University 


Hospital Medical Information Network (UMIN) clinical trials registry (UMIN 000018704). 


 


Results 


Inter-observer agreement 


The 40 participating endoscopists, including 20 who were board certified by the JGES, performed 


diagnosis of all 50 endoscopic images. Overall inter-observer agreement for endoscopic diagnosis of 


EoE based on the characteristic endoscopic findings was poor (kappa-value: 0.34, 95%CI: 


0.33-0.35) (Fig. 3a). When each characteristic endoscopic finding was separately calculated, the 


highest level of intra-observer agreement was found for linear furrows (kappa-value: 0.48, 95%CI: 


0.47-0.48), followed by concentric rings (kappa-value: 0.34, 95%CI: 0.33-0.35) and edema 


(kappa-value: 0.26, 95%CI: 0.25-0.27) (Fig. 3b-d), while white exudates showed the lowest level 


(kappa-value: 0.21, 95%CI: 0.20-0.22) (Fig. 3e). Therefore, linear furrows were only acceptable 


level (kappa-value >0.4) of inter-observer agreement. When diagnostic agreement was compared 


between board certified and non-certified endoscopists, the kappa-value of the board certified 


group was significantly higher for diagnosis of EoE, as well as for identification of linear furrows, 


edema, and white exudates. However, except for linear furrows, the level of inter-observer 


agreement did not reach an acceptable level even among board certified endoscopists. 


 


Intra-observer agreement 


Of the 40 endoscopists who participated in the first analysis, 33 (board certified, n=16) 
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participated in the second analysis. We examined agreement between each endoscopist for EoE 


diagnosis, as well as identification of each endoscopic finding in the first and second analysis. 


Intra-observer agreement for EoE diagnosis, calculated by kappa-value, was higher than 


inter-observer agreement (kappa-value: 0.52, 95%CI: 0.47-0.57) and reached an acceptable level 


(kappa-value >0.4) (Fig. 4a). For the individual endoscopic findings, the highest level of agreement 


was again found for linear furrows (kappa-value: 0.55, 95%CI: 0.48-0.63), followed by concentric 


rings (kappa-value: 0.51, 95%CI: 0.46-0.55) and edema (kappa-value: 0.43, 95%CI: 0.33-0.52), 


while there was a low level of agreement for white exudates (kappa-value: 0.28, 95%CI: 0.15-0.37) 


(Fig. 4b-e). There were no significant differences between the board certified and non-certified 


groups for agreement regarding diagnosis of EoE as well as for identification of each endoscopic 


finding. 


 


Discussion 


In the present study, we examined whether Japanese endoscopists were able to reliably identify 


endoscopic findings in cases of suspected EoE. Our results regarding inter-observer agreement for 


diagnosis based on endoscopy findings indicate that to be insufficient level as diagnostic method 


for EoE. As for specific endoscopic findings, linear furrows were the most consistently and only 


acceptable (kappa-value: 0.48) noted. Although diagnostic consistency can be improved by training, 


as the board certified endoscopist group consistently showed better kappa-values, the level of 


inter-observer agreement did not reach an acceptable level even among board certified 


endoscopists, except for linear furrows. This may be due to lack of experience for the diagnosis of 


EoE in endoscopists in Japan as compared to those in Western countries. Indeed, of 40 enrolled 


endoscopists, only 12 had some experience in diagnosis of EoE endoscopically. In addition, most of 


experienced endoscopists diagnosed a few cases of EoE. Consistently, there were no significant 


differences between the experienced and non-experienced groups for agreement regarding 


diagnosis of EoE as well as for identification of each endoscopic finding (data not shown). 


The number of patients with EoE is increasing in Japan as well as those with allergic 


diseases such as bronchial asthma, allergic rhinitis, and atopic dermatitis, though the prevalence 


of EoE in Japan is considered to be much lower than that in Western countries [4]. EoE is a 
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clinicopathological disease diagnosed by symptoms related to esophageal dysfunction accompanied 


by esophageal epithelial eosinophilic infiltration [10, 11]. However, subjective symptoms 


associated with EoE, such as dysphagia, heartburn, and chest pain, are not adequately specific for 


diagnosis of EoE [15], thus endoscopic identification of suggestive EoE findings is quite important 


for facilitating endoscopic biopsy sampling and histopathological identification of esophageal 


eosinophilia. 


As for characteristic endoscopic findings of EoE, linear furrows, concentric rings, edema, 


white exudates, crepe paper sign, pull sign, and strictures have been reported [12, 13, 22]. Of those, 


crepe paper sign and pull sign can only be found by use of endoscopic forceps biopsy sampling [23]. 


Also, esophageal stricture caused by esophageal remodeling is a condition rarely seen in Japanese 


patients with EoE [7, 15, 24]. Therefore, we focused on linear furrows, concentric rings, edema, 


and white exudates in the present study to investigate the consistency of endoscopists in Japan for 


those 4 endoscopic findings. 


Among the endoscopic findings suggesting EoE used in our study, linear furrows had the 


highest and only acceptable diagnostic reliability. In previous studies, we have consistently found 


that the presence of linear furrows has the highest sensitivity and specificity for endoscopic 


diagnosis and that the frequency of esophageal eosinophilia was extremely low (0.35%) in patients 


with symptoms but no endoscopic findings as compared to those with abnormal endoscopic 


findings (18.3%) [15]. Other investigators have also reported that it is the most frequently found 


endoscopic abnormality in patients with EoE [13]. In addition, we recently showed clues useful to 


differentiate linear esophageal mucosal breaks found in cases with reflux esophagitis from linear 


furrows observed in those with EoE [24]. Esophageal linear mucosal breaks in cases with reflux 


esophagitis are mainly found in the most distal part of the esophagus, mainly on the right anterior 


wall [25], while they also tend to be found on esophageal longitudinal fold ridges [26]. In contrast, 


linear furrows observed in cases with EoE are frequently found in the middle and distal esophagus 


in the valleys between esophageal longitudinal folds [24], while their circumferential distribution 


occurs radially in all directions on the esophageal wall. Together, these findings indicate the 


diagnostic importance of linear furrows for EoE. 


Although concentric rings, which suggest contractions of the esophageal circular muscles 
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or esophageal remodeling, may also be an important diagnostic finding [5, 27], the present results 


did not show better consistency among the board-certified as compared to the non-trained 


endoscopists. However, they also emerge transiently or spontaneously during belching and 


vomiting reflex at endoscopy in normal subjects that are referred to as feline esophagus. Indeed, 


feline esophagus showed to have poor interobserver agreement in the previous study [12]. 


Collectively, in contrast to linear furrows, experience and training may not improve diagnostic 


consistency of concentric rings. We also found low inter- and intra-observer agreement for 


esophageal mucosal edema and white exudates, which are findings reported for various types of 


esophagitis in addition to EoE [11]. Therefore, the specificity of those is considered to be lower 


than that of other endoscopic findings, even though their prevalence in EoE patients is high. The 


low levels of inter- and intra-observer agreement, as well as specificity seen in our study may 


indicate a lower value for these findings in endoscopic diagnosis of EoE. 


Recently, a validated classification system for endoscopic assessment of the 5 major 


esophageal signs of EoE (edema, rings, exudates, furrows, strictures; EREFS) was presented, and 


shown to have good inter- and intra-observer agreement [12, 16]. We previously evaluated 


endoscopic findings in patients with EoE using this scoring system with minor modifications to 


clarify the most suitable site of the esophagus for detection of esophageal eosinophilia [28]. That 


study was the first to use the EREFS classification for Japanese patients with EoE and the results 


showed that grading of endoscopic findings of linear furrows, white exudates, and edema is 


important to detect esophageal eosinophilia. However, that was a retrospective investigation of 


patients treated at a single center. In addition, this scoring system has not been evaluated by 


Japanese endoscopists. Therefore, the diagnostic reliability of the EREFS classification should be 


prospectively evaluated in Japanese patients with EoE in a future study.  


The present study has some limitations. First, we used white light endoscopic still 


photographs for the analyses. Although a previous report showed that narrow band imaging did 


not improve endoscopic recognition [17], the extent of esophageal air insufflation is thought to 


change the appearance of esophageal mucosal findings. Therefore, a study using endoscopic video 


clips or live endoscopy imaging may result in improved diagnostic consistency. In addition, the 


results of inter- and intra-observer agreement for endoscopic EoE findings were not directly 
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compared with those of other esophageal diseases including reflux esophagitis and candida 


esophagitis. In this study, 2 cases with reflux esophagitis and 2 cases with candida esophagus 


were included among 50 endoscopic still images, and over 90% of enrolled endoscopists could 


judge not as EoE in cases with both reflux esophagitis and candida esophagus (data not 


shown), suggesting that most of Japanese endoscopists may be able to distinguish between 


EoE and reflux esophagitis or candida esophagus with typical endoscopic findings. Several 


studies that investigated inter- and intra-observer agreement for esophageal mucosal breaks in 


patients with reflux esophagitis have been reported [29, 30]. When the kappa-value for EoE 


findings obtained in this study was directly compared with that for findings of reflux esophagitis 


or candida esophagitis, we were able to determine whether the consistency of EoE endoscopic 


diagnosis among the observers, especially for linear furrows, was or was not adequately reliable. 


In summary, inter-observer agreement on the endoscopic diagnosis of EoE among 


Japanese endoscopists did not reach a clinically acceptable level. Among the endoscopic findings 


suggesting EoE, linear furrows had only acceptable diagnostic reliability. 
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Figure Legends 


Figure 1. 


Representative endoscopic images of (a) linear furrows, (b) concentric rings, (c) edema, and (d) 


white exudates obtained from patients with eosinophilic esophagitis and used in the present study. 


 


Figure 2. 


Representative endoscopic images presented as cases without eosinophilic esophagitis showing (a) 


reflux esophagitis and (b) candida esophagitis. No findings of eosinophilic infiltration were 


histologically confirmed in these cases. 


 


Figure 3. 


Inter-observer agreement for endoscopic diagnosis of (a) eosinophilic esophagitis and identification 


of (b) linear furrows, (c) concentric rings, (d) edema, (e) and white exudates. Vertical lines 


represent 95% confidence interval values.  


*P<0.05, significant difference 


JGES: Japanese Gastroenterological Endoscopy Society 


 


Figure 4. 


Intra-observer agreement for endoscopic diagnosis of (a) eosinophilic esophagitis and identification 
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of (b) linear furrows, (c) concentric rings, (d) edema, and (e) white exudates. Vertical lines 


represent 95% confidence interval values. 


JGES: Japanese Gastroenterological Endoscopy Society 


 


 


 


 



















